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(This is the English translation of an original braille submission.) 
 

Runways or Dieways? 
 

Hong Kong preaches diversity and practice insanity. Wouldn’t it be too ridiculous to 
talk about “biodiversity” when developing against humanity? Even those notorious 
Fascists would not bury the reservoir when running out of land! But why could our 
president brutally suggest this? Does it mean we’ll have more places for a house? Will 
we have a more efficient airport with solely one more runway? Have you forgotten 
anything about biodiversity? 
 

To bury a dam is to face his condemn 
 
Water means life; and burying a reservoir means no more water; therefore, burying a 
dam equals to murder! In spite of its fallency, this is how your $6.89-worth president 
do when crying out for land. Even dictators need water, and what makes him give up 
his life—as well as our lives—is yet to be clear. 
 

Whales cannot fight wheels 
 
It is our regret that no surviving Chinese white dolphin was found around the Lantau, 
prior to the construction of useless runway.  
 
Regardless of nonsense from Taiwanese ex-prime minister (Dolphins can turn by 
themselves), it is no denial that the construction of Airport expansion not only 
jeopardise the biodiversity in Hong Kong, —whether in the sea or on the hills, —but 
also exhaust our public expenditure against social welfare, medical services, and 
anything worth investing for our lives. 
 

Scrap our hills and smash yourself 
 
The Lantau, the home for species in the world, is now facing the threat of development, 
in the name of “scarcity of land” by Wolf. 
 
Admittedly, little effect of increase of the supply of housing can be seen through the 
development of Lantau. Instead, the excavaity of hills on the Lantau Island could bring 

irreversible and adverse effect to the ecosystem of Whole Hong Kong territory, not as 
simple as the island itself. Brought are the polluted air, tainted drinking water, 
skyrocketing emission of COin2, and even the extinction of rare species. This will be 
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followed by the deterioration of public health, the loss of Hong Kong’s status on the 
“Belt and Road”, and the downfall of Hong Kong due to climate change. 
 
For the sustainable future generation of Hong Kong and our ecosystem, we urge the 
government DISCONTINUE any unreasonable projects of development, with 
measures safeguarding biodiversity of Hong Kong. 
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SAVE OUR PLANET BY STOPPING BURNING HOLES IN OUR POCKETS 


